Letters from a Cowboy

Morning Report Stories
On a ranch,
theres plenty to stand in the way of two
men finding romance and their happily
ever after?long hours of work, lack of
communication, and the expectations of
others. But for these cowboys, no obstacles
can keep them from realizing their passion
and love. Lukes Present Luke Murray
and Simon Bryan have been running the
Lost Cow Ranch together for twelve years,
sharing a bed and a life, but since the
aftermath of the flood, Simon is afraid
theyve lost their way. A wedding on the
ranch makes them realize they want a
deeper commitment to each other?one with
rings. Letters From a Cowboy When
Simon Wood comes to Tamar Ranch, what
begins as animosity between him and Chip
Henson soon evolves into something very
different. They give in to their need, but
theyre taking a big risk leaving letters for
each other. Soon Simon must choose
between leaving the ranch to save Chips
job or taking an even bigger risk and going
back for him.

So opens the letter from Major Sullivan Ballou, made famous by the documentary Ken Burns Civil War. Accompanied
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ratings and 4 reviews. From a USA Today bestselling author:He nearly missed his chanceWhen the love of his life
isFind cowboy letters Stock Images in HD and millions of other royalty-free stock photos, illustrations, and vectors in
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